SIMPLY THE BEST CRANES IN SA
aving a site complicated by narrow passages, multiple gates and
numerous Heritage trees made access a challenge on the Glenside
Campus Redevelopment project. Fleurieu Cranes made life easier for
Hansen Yuncken and many of the subcontractors with their All Terrain
and Pick n Carry Franna cranes supplied as wet hire to the project.
Of the All Terrain Cranes used on the project, Fleurieu supplied their
200T and 55T All Terrain Cranes, both selected for their superior
manoeuvrability, versatility, reach and lifting capacity. They were used to
unload site huts, reposition amenities blocks, relocate tanks, lift steel, reo,
air conditioning units and chillers.
Of the Frannas supplied (12T, 15T, 20T and 25T), these cranes were used
for their ability to "walk" their loads and relocate them with relative ease,
eg Containers, toilet blocks, gensets
The company, formed in 2005, has South Australia’s most modern
fleet of cranes for wet and dry hire as well as some of the State’s most
experienced operators with decades of experience in safe, efficient lifting.
Company founder, Philip “Snowy” Allen, brought to the company
extensive experience as a Rigger, Crane Operator and Crane Supervisor
and has, with his two business partners, built a fleet of cranes including a
30T slew crane, five Frannas, three City Cranes, two 40T All Terrains, two
55T All Terrains, an 80T Crawler Crane, two 95T Liebherr All Terrains,
a 200T All Terrain crane – the only crane of this capacity currently
allowed to travel on a 24 hour permit in South Australia - and a 350T
All Terrain.

Other recent major projects include Adelaide’s Women's and Children's
Hospital, Adelaide Desalination Plant, the Coast to Coast Road, Aldinga &
Christies Beach Waste Water Treatment Plants, Angas Zinc & Kanmantoo
Copper Mines, ASC Facility, Franklin Street Bus Terminal, Gepps Cross
Super School, Wave and Edge and numerous remote location jobs
including mining operations.
Fleurieu Cranes willingness to invest in modern equipment, coupled with
dedicated staff who are prepared to go the extra yard for customers,
has seen Fleurieu thrive in the competitive crane hire market, winning
repeat business from some of the most experienced contractors in the
construction trade.
Fleurieu Cranes Pty Ltd
34 Wingfield Road
Wingfield SA 5013
t. 08 8347 2777
f. 08 8345 3677
e. service@fleurieucranes.com.au
www.fleurieucranes.com.au

Fleurieu are dedicated to safety with strict OH&S policies
and are National Code compliant. Their services include
24/7 mobile crane hire, general rigging, boilermaker
and labour hire services, steel fabrication and
erection service and tower crane operation.
Fleurieu are also specialists in pre cast
and tilt up panel installations.
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